Reconsideration on hydrogen bond strengthening or cleavage of photoexcited coumarin 102 in aqueous solvent: a DFT/TDDFT study.
In this work, the excited-state hydrogen bonding dynamics of photoexcited coumarin 102 in aqueous solvent is reconsidered. The electronically excited states of the hydrogen bonded complexes formed by coumarin 102 (C102) chromophore and the hydrogen donating water solvent have been investigated using the time-dependent density functional theory method. Two intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C102 and water molecules are considered. The previous works (Wells et al., J Phys Chem A 2008, 112, 2511) have proposed that one intermolecular hydrogen bond would be strengthened and the other one would be cleaved upon photoexcitation to the electronically excited states. However, our theoretical calculations have demonstrated that both the two intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C102 solute and H(2)O solvent molecules are significantly strengthened in electronically excited states by comparison with those in ground state. Hence, we have confirmed again that intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C102 chromophore and aqueous solvents are strengthened not cleaved upon electronic excitation, which is in accordance with Zhao's works.